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METHOD FOR ESTABLISHING A DRIVE IMAGE IN A
COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of provisional U.S. Application Serial No. 60/282,111, filed April 7, 2001, and titled "Method for Establishing a Drive Image in a Computing Environment," which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates in general to the field of computer systems, and, more particularly, to a method for storing data to block-level data storage devices.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Computers include general purpose central processing units (CPUs) that are designed to execute a specific set of system instructions. A group of processors that have similar architecture or design specifications may be considered to be members of the same processor family. Examples of current processor families include the Motorola 680X0 processor family, manufactured by Motorola, Inc. of Phoenix, Arizona; the Intel 80X86 processor family, manufactured by Intel Corporation of Sunnyvale, California; and the PowerPC processor family, which is manufactured by Motorola, Inc. and used in computers manufactured by Apple Computer, Inc. of Cupertino, California. Although a group of processors may be in the same family because of their similar architecture and design considerations, processors may vary widely within a family according to their clock speed and other performance parameters.

Each family of microprocessors executes instructions that are unique to the processor family. The collective set of instructions that a processor or family of processors can execute is known as the processor’s instruction set. As an example, the instruction set used by the Intel 80X86 processor family is incompatible with the instruction set used by the PowerPC processor family. The Intel 80X86 instruction set is based on the Complex Instruction Set Computer (CISC) format. The Motorola PowerPC instruction set is based on the Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) format. CISC processors use a large number of instructions, some of which can perform rather complicated functions, but which require
generally many clock cycles to execute. RISC processors use a smaller number of available instructions to perform a simpler set of functions that are executed at a much higher rate.

The uniqueness of the processor family among computer systems also typically results in incompatibility among the other elements of hardware architecture of the computer systems. A computer system manufactured with a processor from the Intel 80X86 processor family will have a hardware architecture that is different from the hardware architecture of a computer system manufactured with a processor from the PowerPC processor family. Because of the uniqueness of the processor instruction set and a computer system’s hardware architecture, application software programs are typically written to run on a particular computer system running a particular operating system.

A computer manufacturer will attempt to maximize its market share by having more rather than fewer applications run on the microprocessor family associated with the computer manufacturer’s product line. To expand the number of operating systems and application programs that can run on a computer system, a field of technology has developed in which a given computer having one type of CPU, called a host, will include an emulator program that allows the host computer to emulate the instructions of an unrelated type of CPU, called a guest. Thus, the host computer will execute an application that will cause one or more host instructions to be called in response to a given guest instruction. Thus, the host computer can both run software designed for its own hardware architecture and software written for computers having an unrelated hardware architecture. As a more specific example, a computer system manufactured by Apple Computer, for example, may run operating systems and program written for PC-based computer systems. It may also be possible to use an emulator program to operate concurrently on a single CPU multiple incompatible operating systems. In this arrangement, although each operating system is incompatible with the other, an emulator program can host one of the two operating systems, allowing the otherwise incompatible operating systems to run concurrently on the same computer system.

When a guest computer system is emulated on a host computer system, the guest computer system is said to be a virtual machine, as the host computer system exists only as a software representation of the operation of the hardware architecture of the guest computer system. The terms emulator and virtual machine are sometimes used interchangeably to denote the ability to mimic or emulate the hardware architecture of an
entire computer system. As an example, the Virtual PC software created by Connectix Corporation of San Mateo, California emulates an entire computer that includes an Intel 80X86 Pentium processor and various motherboard components and cards. The operation of these components is emulated in the virtual machine that is being run on the host machine.

An emulator program executing on the operating system software and hardware architecture of the host computer, such as a computer system having a PowerPC processor, mimics the operation of the entire guest computer system. The emulator program acts as the interchange between the hardware architecture of the host machine and the instructions transmitted by the software running within the emulated environment.

The hard drives and floppy drives of a computer system are known as block devices. A block device is any device, including any memory device, within a computer system that transfers a defined minimum number of bytes of data as part of each access to the device. The defined minimum number of bytes of data is known as a sector or block. Data is stored in the block device in fixed size blocks or sectors of data. Each sector or block within a block device is the same size. In the case of a hard drive, each block or sector is typically 512 bytes in length. The entire block of data must be transferred in the case of an access to any single data element within the block. In the case of a hard drive, for example, the 512 bytes of data, the size of one block, must be passed to main memory, even if only a single byte of the block is part of the read operation. Thus, data must be read from or written to memory in multiples of the block size. Each block of the block device has a unique address. Each block of a block device can be accessed independently and in random access order. Typically, the addressing scheme will involve designating the first block as block 0. Successive blocks are consecutively numbered.

Emulated computer systems typically involve the use of a virtual hard drive image. Some emulated operating systems, such as some Windows operating systems, expect to boot from a hard drive that is a block device. To emulate for the guest operating system the presence of a physical hard drive, the emulation program creates a virtual hard drive image. The emulation program will present the virtual hard drive image to the guest operating system. The guest operating system will boot from the virtual hard drive image and will refer to the virtual hard drive image for all other functions necessitating reading from or writing to a hard drive. The virtual hard drive image often exists as a single file on the physical hard drive of the computer system. Thus, the entire content of the virtual hard drive
of the guest computer system are represented as a single file on the physical hard drive of the computer system.

One possible format for a virtual hard drive is a single file that has a fixed size, flat-mapped format in which the data of the virtual hard drive is laid out on physical hard drive by block address. The data at block 0 of the virtual hard drive is at the start of the file, and continues with the data for block 1 and the next successive blocks. For fixed size virtual hard drive images, the size of the file for the virtual hard drive is as large as the size of the hard drive being emulated. For example, a fixed size virtual hard drive that is 2 gigabytes (GB) in size will occupy a file on the physical hard drive of the computer system that is 2 GB in size.

A second possible format for a virtual hard drive is a single file that has a dynamically expanding format. The dynamically expanding file includes header information that describes the internal data structures of the file. Unlike the fixed size file, the only blocks that are included in the dynamically expanding file are those blocks that have been written to by the emulated computer system. Those blocks that have not been written to are not included in the dynamically expanding file and are assumed to be zeroed. Thus, if the emulated computer system attempts to read from a block of the dynamically expanding file that has not yet been written to, and is not represented in the dynamically expanding file, the emulation program will return to the emulated computer system a block containing all zeros. As new blocks are written to by the emulated computer system, the dynamically expanding file expands to accommodate the newly written block.

The header information of the dynamically expanding file identifies the location of each block in the file. Because blocks are not written to in a sequential manner that tracks the numbering scheme for the available blocks of the virtual hard drive, the header information will track the location of the blocks without regard to their sequential numbering scheme. For example, the data of block 0 may be placed adjacent to the data of block 100 and may be followed by the data of block 50. As such, the location of the blocks in the dynamically expanding file tracks the sequence the sequence that the blocks were written to, rather than tracking the sequence the sequential addressing scheme for the blocks. The header information also includes a bit map. Each bit on the bit map corresponds to an available block of the virtual hard drive. If a bit is a logical 1, the block corresponding to the bit has been written to, and therefore is included in the dynamically expanding file; if a bit is
a logical 0, the block corresponding to the bit has not been written to, and is therefore not represented in the dynamically expanding file. Aside from the bit map technique for identifying written blocks in the virtual hard drive, other data structures may be used in the header information of the dynamically expanding file for coordinating the blocks of the virtual hard drive.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention concerns a method for establishing a drive image in an emulated computer system. The virtual hard drive of the emulated computer system includes a parent drive and at least one differencing drive. Both the parent drive and the differencing drive are represented on physical hard drive of the host computer system as a single file. Writes by the emulated computer system to the virtual hard drive are recorded in the memory space of the differencing drive, which expands to accommodate writes to the differencing drive. Included in the differencing drive is a bit map for identifying the blocks of the virtual hard drive that have been written to or recorded in the differencing drive. The differencing drives of the present invention may be cascaded. A differencing drive may be added such that the original differencing drive is the parent of the newly added differencing drive. When the target drive for write operations is switched to the newly added differencing drive, the content of the original differencing drive is fixed and writes to the virtual hard drive by the emulated computer system are made to the newly added differencing drive.

The virtual hard drive of the present invention may be used as a means of protecting or preserving the content of a hard drive image outside the emulating computing environment. The technique of the present invention may be used in a traditional single-user computing environment to preserve the protect the content of the hard drive during sensitive computing operations. In the networked computing environment, a single parent drive may be shared by several client computers. The parent drive may be maintained at a server computer and each of the client computers may include a differencing drive that includes the writes made by the client computer to the parent drive of the server computer.

The method disclosed herein is advantageous in that it provides for the preservation of a memory space in a computing environment. Changes to the memory space are made in an adjacent file. Because the original memory space is preserved, the user can choose to roll the status of the memory space back to its original state. This is accomplished
by simply discarding or ignoring the content of the differencing drive. In the case of cascaded drives, successive differencing drives may be used to track successive changes to the content of the memory space. Following this approach, the user can return the content of the memory space to one of several prior states.

The method disclosed herein is also advantageous in that it can be used in single-user computing environment and the networked computing environment, in addition to use of the method in the emulated computing environment. In the single-user environment, the method is advantageous in that the technique can be used to protect the content of the memory space of the computer system during sensitive computing operations or when the system is at risk of a virus. In the networked computing environment, each of several clients can write to a memory location maintained by a server computer. The changes are not made to the central memory location. Rather, changes are made to differencing drives that are unique to each client computer and are stored at the client computers or at the server computer.

Other technical advantages of the present invention will be readily apparent to one skilled in the art from the following figures, descriptions, and claims.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

A more complete understanding of the present invention and advantages thereof may be acquired by referring to the following description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which like reference numbers indicate like features, and wherein:

Figure 1 is a diagram of the logical relationship of the elements of an emulated computer system running on a host computer system;

Figure 2 is a diagram of the logical relationship of a physical hard drive, parent, drive, and differencing drive;

Figure 3 is a flow diagram of a process for using a differencing drive to create an undoable hard drive in an emulated computer environment;

Figure 4 is a diagram of the logical relationship of a physical hard drive, parent drive, and multiple differencing drives; and

Figure 5 is a diagram of a networked computer system.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides an emulation environment in which a differencing drive may be used to define the content of the virtual hard drive of the emulated computer system. A differencing drive is a file or a series of files that tracks the altered content of another hard drive, such as a physical hard drive or, in the emulated environment, a virtual hard drive. In the case of a virtual hard drive, a differencing drive may be used in conjunction with both fixed size virtual hard drives and dynamically expanding virtual hard drives. The present invention also has application outside the emulated computing environment and may be used in any computing environment in which it is desired to track the content of a drive image through a differencing drive that tracks the altered content of the parent drive image.

With respect to the emulated computing environment, shown in Figure 1 is a diagram of the logical layers of the hardware and software architecture for an emulated operating environment in a computer system 10. An emulation program 14 runs on a host operating system 12 and host hardware architecture 11. Emulation program 14 emulates a guest computer system 16, including a guest operating system 18. A guest software application 20 runs on guest operating system 18. In the emulated operating environment of Figure 1, because of the operation of emulation program 14, guest software application 20 can run on the computer system 10 even though guest software application 20 is designed to run on an operating system that is generally incompatible with the host operating system 12 and host hardware architecture 11.

Shown in Figure 2 is the logical relationship between a drive image 202 and a corresponding differencing drive 204. As shown in Figure 2, both the drive image 202 and the differencing drive 204 are represented on the physical hard drive 206 as a single file. Differencing drive 204 supplements and tracks the content of drive image 202. In this relationship, drive image 202 is the parent drive of differencing drive 204. Together, drive image 202 and differencing drive 204 comprise a single virtual hard drive 208 for use by the emulated computer system. The guest operating system 18 (Figure 1), however, still views drive image 202 as the hard drive of the emulated computer system.

When the emulated computer system is initialized, the differencing drive is empty except for the presence of header information. When the guest operating system attempts to write to the drive image, the block or blocks of the write operation are not written
to the drive image. Rather, the block or blocks of the write operation are written to the differencing drive. To accommodate the size of the block or blocks of the write operation, the differencing drive expands to accommodate the block or blocks of the write operation. As part of the write operation, the header information of the differencing drive is updated to reflect the content of the differencing drive. Like a dynamically expanding drive, the differencing drive includes a bit map. In the case of a differencing drive, each bit of the bit map corresponds to one of the available blocks of the virtual hard drive. If a bit of the bit map of the differencing drive is a logical 1, the content of the corresponding block has been written to and is present in the differencing drive. If a bit of the bit map of the differencing drive is a logical 0, the content of the corresponding block either has not been written to or the content of the corresponding block can be found in the parent drive of the differencing drive. Although the differencing drive performs in many ways like a dynamically expanding drive, the differencing drive can be a complement to either a fixed size drive as a parent drive or a dynamically expanding drive as a parent drive.

One potential application for a differencing drive is in the case of undoable hard drives in emulated computing environments. Shown in Figure 3 is a flow diagram of a process for using a differencing drive to create an undoable hard drive in an emulated computer environment. Upon initialization of the emulated computer system at step 302, the emulation program will create at step 304 a virtual hard drive that is comprised of a parent drive and a differencing drive. The user of the emulated computer system may not know that a differencing drive is being used as an element of the virtual hard drive of the computer system. As the user uses the emulated computer system in a manner that causes write operations (step 306) to the virtual hard drive, the file that makes up the differencing drive is populated at step 308 to accommodate the content of the write operations to the virtual hard drive. After the user has completed the emulated computing session, the user is prompted at step 310 and is asked whether the user would like to undo the transactions made to the hard drive during the emulated computing session.

If the user determines at step 312 that the user would prefer to undo any writes made to the virtual hard drive during the emulated computing session, the content of the differencing drive is ignored at step 314 and the content of the parent drive is assumed to form the entire content of the virtual hard drive. If, however, the user determines at step 312 that the user would prefer not to undo the writes made to the virtual hard drive during the
emulating computing session, a synchronization step is performed at step 316 to synchronize the content of the parent drive to the content of the differencing drive. The synchronization step involves writing to the parent drive those blocks that are present in the differencing drive. As part of the synchronization step, if a block found in the differencing drive is also present in the parent drive, the block in the parent drive is overwritten with the content of the block in the differencing drive. If a block found in the differencing drive is not found in the parent drive, the block of the differencing drive is written to the parent drive as part of the synchronization step.

In the example of Figure 3, the user is prompted to undo the content of the virtual hard drive at the end of a computer session. In addition, the user may be prompted to undo the content of the virtual hard drive at regular intervals. As an example, the user may be prompted at one hour intervals to reconcile the content of the virtual hard drive. In this manner, for extended computing sessions, the differencing drive is not allowed to expand unreasonably as additional write operations are made to the virtual hard drive. If the parent drive is a fixed-size drive, it may be desirable to undo or reconcile the virtual hard drive at regular intervals during a lengthy computer session to avoid having an excessive and unnecessary amount of space on the physical hard drive devoted to the virtual hard drive of the emulated computer system.

As another implementation of the present invention, the differencing drives may be cascaded such that the virtual hard drive include a parent drive and multiple differencing drives. In such an arrangement, the first drive is referred to as the ultimate parent drive. The ultimate parent drive does not serve as a referencing drive for any other drive. In contrast, a differencing drive may be a parent drive for another differencing drive. In this scenario, differencing drives may be established over time, with each differencing drive referring to the prior drive or the ultimate parent drive as its parent drive. Shown in Figure 4 is a logical diagram of an ultimate parent drive 402 and several differencing drives 404. In the example of Figure 4, the user is given the option of creating additional differencing drives during the computing session. Each newly created differencing drives refers as a parent to the ultimate parent drive, if the differencing drive is the first differencing drive created, or to the prior differencing drive, if the differencing drive is not the first differencing drive created. In Figure 4, once Differencing Drive B is initiated by the user, the emulation program freezes the content of Differencing Drive A and instead begins writing
new content to Differencing Drive B. Similarly, once Differencing Drive C is initiated by the user, the emulation program stops writing content to Differencing Drive B and begins using Differencing Drive C as the location for write operations to the virtual hard drive.

When the operating system wants to do a read operation from a virtual hard drive, the emulation program directs the operating system to the proper differencing drive for the read operation. The emulation program searches the header information of each differencing drive, beginning with the most recently created differencing drive and continuing to the ultimate parent drive, until the emulation program locates an entry for the requested block. If the user chooses to reconcile the differencing drives into a single parent drive, the emulation program determines, for each block of the virtual hard drive, whether that block of the virtual hard drive has been written to in one of the differencing drives. If the block has been written to in one of the differencing drives, the emulation program selects the block from the most recently created differencing drive and copies that block to the ultimate parent drive, overwriting if necessary the data in the block of the ultimate parent drive.

The cascading of several differencing drives allows the computer user to protect the content of the virtual hard drive during the computing session. This feature is especially advantageous whenever it is desirable for the user to be able to revert back to the content of the hard drive at a prior time in the computing session. This feature may be used, for example, in the software installation process. The user, prior to begin a software install, may choose to initiate a cascading differencing drive that refers, depending on the sequence of its initiation, to a parent drive or another differencing drive as its parent drive. In this manner, if the installed software interferes with the integrity of the system or with the operation of other system software or hardware, the user can easily revert to the state of the virtual hard drive prior to the installation of the software, without having to run an uninstall utility on the recently installed software application. Similarly, the user may choose to initiate another differencing drive when there is a danger or suspicion that the activity of the user may allow a virus to enter the computer system. In this way, an original disk image may remain in a pristine, unmodified state, while the user is allowed to roll back the contents of the virtual hard drive when the content of one or more differencing drives is no longer wanted or needed.
The automated use of cascaded differencing drives may be used to create, at regular intervals, a series of differencing drives, allowing the user to roll back the content of the virtual hard drive if the user later experiences a computer system problem. In this example, a differencing drive may be created for the user once per hour. Although the creation of a series of automated differencing drives may occur in the background, the time interval for the creation of a differencing drive may be specified by the user.

The use of differencing drives also allows a single parent drive to be shared among several virtual computer systems. The several computer systems in this example may be running on the same host machine or may be running on separate host machines or a shared network connection. Shown in Figure 5 is a network diagram in which several computer systems 502 (client systems) may be connected as part of a client server network 504 to a data or storage server 506. The use of differencing drives avoids the necessity of storing common data on each of client computer systems 502. Rather, client computer systems 502 can access common, static content existing on storage server 506. In this example, the parent drive is in storage server 506. Only the differences to the content of storage server 506 must be recorded in the differencing drive. If one of the client computer systems 502 performs a write operation to the storage server 506, the text of the storage request is written to a differencing drive, which may be stored, depending on the implementation of the computer network, in a differencing drive in the local memory of one of the client computer systems 502 or in a memory location at the data or storage server 506.

Differencing drives may be used outside of the context of emulated computer systems, and may be used in computing environments in which access to the parent drive is much slower than access to the differencing drive. In the case of client server network 504, for example, the access to data stored in storage server 506 may be much slower than access to data stored locally at one of client computer systems 502. Modified, frequently accessed data is stored locally in the differencing drive at client computer systems 502, allowing the client computer systems to access this data more quickly than can be done through the network connection.

A differencing drive may be used in any computing environment, including use on a standalone personal computer, in which it is desirable that one drive image (the parent drive) remains unchanged while altered content that is intended to be written to the memory location of the drive image is instead written to a second file (differencing drive).
As an example, a personal computer may include more than one block device, allowing one block device to function as the parent drive, and the second block device to function as the differencing drive. In this arrangement, the first block device can remain in a pristine and unaltered state while all writes operations are made to the second block device. At some later time, the content of the two block devices can be synchronized or the content of the second block device can be disregarded to allow the computer user to return to the content of the first block device as it existed at some point in the computing session. As in the case of an emulated computing environment, cascaded differencing drives may be used in the case of the non-emulated computing environment.

The use of a differencing drive is advantageous in that it provides for a data structure in which writes to a virtual hard drive are instead written to a single file that dynamically expands to include all of the changes to the parent drive. The use of a differencing drive is largely transparent to the computer user in that the computer user is not aware that writes are being made to a file that comprises the differencing drive rather than to the parent drive of the virtual hard drive.

The present invention is not limited in its application to the emulation of a particular computer system architecture, particularly the Intel 80X86 architecture. Rather, the emulation technique disclosed herein is applicable any time it is desirable that a host operating system be transparently disconnected from the processor with respect to at least some of the processor settings of the processor.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A virtual hard drive of an emulated computer system, the emulated computer system running on a host computer system, comprising:
   5   a first file on the physical hard drive of the computer system comprising a parent drive;
   a second file on the physical hard drive of the computer system comprising a differencing drive;
   wherein write operations to the virtual hard drive are made to the differencing drive, the differencing recording the writes to the virtual hard drive and expanding in size to accommodate the content of write operations to the virtual hard drive.

2. The virtual hard drive of claim 1, wherein the parent drive is a fixed size file.

3. The virtual hard drive of claim 2, wherein the parent drive is a dynamically expanding file.

4. A computer system, comprising:
   a host computer system;
   an emulated computer system running on a host computer system;
   a virtual hard drive logically assigned to the emulated computer system, the virtual hard drive including a first file comprising a parent drive and a second file comprising a differencing drive;
   wherein writes made by the emulated computer system to the emulated computer system are recorded in the differencing drive.

5. The computer system of claim 4, wherein the emulated computer system is not aware that writes made to the virtual hard drive are being recorded in the differencing drive.

6. The computer system of claim 4, wherein the parent drive is a fixed size file.
7. The computer system of claim 4, wherein the parent drive is a dynamically expanding file.

8. A method for performing a write operation to the virtual hard drive of an emulated computer system, comprising the steps of:
   establishing in the hard drive of the host computer system a plurality of files comprising the virtual hard drive of the emulated computer system, the plurality of files including a file associated with a parent drive and a file associated with a differencing drive, the parent drive appearing to the emulated computer system to be the hard drive of the emulated computer system;
   performing a write operation in the emulated computer system to the hard drive of the emulated computer system; and
   recording the result of the write operation in the differencing drive of the virtual hard drive such that write operations performed to the virtual hard drive of the host computer system are performed in the differencing drive rather than in the parent drive.

9. The method for performing a write operation to the virtual hard drive of an emulated computer system of claim 8, wherein the step of recording the result of the write operation comprises the step of expanding the size of the file associated with the differencing drive to accommodate the written to blocks of the differencing drive.

10. The method for performing a write operation to the virtual hard drive of an emulated computer system of claim 8, further comprising the step of maintaining a bit map in the differencing drive that identifies blocks of the virtual hard drive that are present in the differencing drive.

11. A method for performing an undo operation on a virtual hard drive of an emulated computer system, comprising the steps of:
   establishing in the hard drive of the host computer system a plurality of files comprising the virtual hard drive of the emulated computer system, the plurality of files including a file associated with a parent drive and a file associated with a differencing drive,
the parent drive appearing to the emulated computer system to be the hard drive of the
emulated computer system;

performing a write operation in the emulated computer system to the hard
drive of the emulated computer system;

recording the result of the write operation in the differencing drive of the
virtual hard drive such that write operations performed to the virtual hard drive of the host
computer system are performed in the differencing drive rather than in the parent drive; and

prompting the user of the emulated computer system for a determination of
whether the content of the hard drive of the emulated computer system should revert to the
content of the hard drive at an earlier time;

upon the decision of the user to revert to the content of the hard drive at an
earlier time, discarding the content of the differencing drive such that the content of the hard
drive of the emulated computer system is the content of the parent drive.

12. The method for performing an undo operation on a virtual hard drive of an
emulated computer system of claim 11, wherein the step of prompting the user for a
determination comprises the step of prompting the user of the emulated computer system at
the conclusion of the user’s computing session.

13. The method for performing an undo operation on a virtual hard drive of an
emulated computer system of claim 11, wherein the step of prompting the user for a
determination comprises the step of prompting the user of the emulated computer system at
regular intervals during the user’s computing session.

14. A method for synchronizing the content of a virtual hard drive of an emulated
computer system, comprising the steps of:

establishing in the hard drive of the host computer system a plurality of files
comprising the virtual hard drive of the emulated computer system, the plurality of files
including a file associated with a parent drive and a file associated with a differencing drive,
the parent drive appearing to the emulated computer system to be the hard drive of the
emulated computer system;
performing a write operation in the emulated computer system to the hard drive of the emulated computer system;

recording the result of the write operation in the differencing drive of the virtual hard drive such that write operations performed to the virtual hard drive of the host computer system are performed in the differencing drive rather than in the parent drive; and

prompting the user of the emulated computer system for a determination of whether the content of the hard drive of the emulated computer system should revert to the content of the hard drive at an earlier time;

upon the decision of the user to retain the content of the hard drive, synchronizing the content of the hard drive of the emulated computer system by writing the content of the differencing drive to the content of the parent drive.

15. A virtual hard drive of an emulated computer system, the emulated computer system running on a host computer system, comprising:

a first file on the physical hard drive of the computer system comprising a parent drive;

a second file on the physical hard drive of the computer system comprising a primary differencing drive;

a third file on the physical hard drive of the computer system comprising a secondary differencing drive; and

wherein write operations to the virtual hard drive are made to the primary differencing drive during a first time interval, the primary differencing recording the writes to the virtual hard drive and expanding in size to accommodate the content of write operations to the virtual hard drive during the first time interval;

wherein write operations to the virtual hard drive are made to the secondary differencing drive during a second time interval, the secondary differencing drive recording the writes to the virtual hard drive and expanding in size to accommodate write operations to the virtual hard drive during the second time interval.

16. The virtual hard drive of an emulated computer system of claim 15, wherein the second file and the third file of the physical hard drive are dynamically expanding files.
17. The virtual hard drive of an emulated computer system of claim 15, wherein the first file is a dynamically expanding file.

18. The virtual hard drive of an emulated computer system of claim 15, wherein the first file is a fixed size file.

19. A method for performing a write operation to the virtual hard drive of an emulated computer system, comprising the steps of:

   establishing in the hard drive of the host computer system a plurality of files comprising the virtual hard drive of the emulated computer system, the plurality of files including a first file associated with a parent drive, a second file associated with a primary differencing drive, and a third file associated with a secondary differencing drive, the parent drive appearing to the emulated computer system to be the hard drive of the emulated computer system;

   performing a write operation in the emulated computer system to the hard drive of the emulated computer system;

   recording the result of the write operation in the primary differencing drive of the virtual hard drive such that write operations performed to the virtual hard drive of the host computer system are performed in the primary differencing drive rather than in the parent drive;

   switching the target drive to the secondary differencing drive;

   performing a write operation in the emulated computer system to the hard drive of the emulated computer system; and

   recording the result of the write operation in the secondary differencing drive of the virtual hard drive such that write operations performed to the virtual hard drive of the host computer system are performed in the primary differencing drive rather than in the secondary differencing drive.

20. The method for performing a write operation to the virtual hard drive of an emulated computer system of claim 19, further comprising the step of discarding the content of the secondary differencing drive to return the content of the virtual hard drive to the
content of the virtual hard drive at the time of the switch of the target drive to the secondary differencing drive.
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